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S.No Participant Name College State Feedback Suggestion

1 AILAPAKA UDAY KIRAN The Energytech Global Pvt Ltd Telangana The sessions were conducted regularly. It was engaging and interactive.
The trainers were very good in explaining the concepts and clarifying
the doubts.

Assignments should be given
properly. It should be tracked in
the LMS instead of Oral
communication

2 Mukkamala Krishna
raghav

JNTUH "The instructor was very willing to answer questions from individuals,
which is very helpful" "Overall, very interesting and useful - exercises
consolidated the learning" "Although it was my first online workshop,
everything was perfect!"

Need extra time for classes

3 Rohitha Namburi JNTUH Telangana It was good course and faculty was good with clear explanation. Course videos has to be available
for us for future reference and
good to provide more
documents/ppts.

4 Koganti Ramya JNTUH This course is very useful for it sector and the trainees are explained
clearly

No

5 Koganti Divya JNTUH Good, this training is very helpful to me and in future also it is used a
lot

Na

6 Venigandla Annapurna JNTUH It is good Add extra topics

7 PACHIPALA SAI GOPI Rvr&jc college of engineering Good Timings of class should be
improved

8 Chirravuri Venkata
Satyanarayana Murthy

JNTUH No comments No Comments



9 PAVAN KUMAR SHAGANI JNTUH Telangana This course is very useful for working professionals. NA

10 NARAYANA SAMBASHIVA
RAO

FACTSET SYSTEMS IND PVT LMT Telangana Thank you JNTUH for the amazing opportunity to take part of the cloud
and devops. Over all course was helpful for learning new technology of
cloud and devops instructors were delivered a valuable content in time.
As I am working professional this would help me in career growth and
leads new opportunities.

I would suggest class timings can
be improved with out short notice

11 SRAVANI VULUPALA JNTUH It was a good course, all the instructors were really great and shared
good knowledge. The only feedback is regarding the timings and
schedules and coordination with the students.

Scheduling could have been better

12 ANGELA SPANDANA
YADIKI

JNTUH Classes were good. But towards the end classes were not held in fixed
timings which truly was very inconvenient.

Fixed timings through out the
course.

13 VELURI RUTHVIK JNTUH The program was really well organised. Gained a lot of knowledge.
Hope it helps me in the coming days.

The constant change of timings
and re scheduled classes were a
little troublesome.

14 Arul Raj Natraj Rajgopal Dell Technologies Pvt. Ltd. Telangana This was a great idea to help working professionals. Trainers were
training just practicality however the exams were very technical and
there was no reference given.

Please provide proper links and
training material for us to study so
that we can do better in exams,
since the teaching was little but
the exams were really technical.

15 ANUSHA KANDALA JNTUH Telangana It's a great opportunity to take part in Online course conducted by
SCDE, JNTUH. Trainers are very friendly and encouraging.

Along with the Training we need
some guidance on Job
opportunities, Roles and
Responsibilities of Cloud & DevOps
Engineer. Their day to day
activities. Knowledge on work
Environment. Training have been
attended not only by working
professionals but also by the
members who where looking for
an opportunity with new profile or
to join software companies after a
gap. So, it will be very helpful for
us to acquire some knowledge on
software companies and their
requirements.

16 SUSHMITHA HEEREKAR JNTUH It was good learning at jntuh with great professors Delay in getting the results

17 Achanta Jaya Lahari JNTUH This program is overall great and gave a lot of scope for a fresher like
me to understand the work culture of a Cloud and DevOps Engineer.

It would be good if we had more
sessions on Docker and
Kubernetes



18 AZEEZ MOHAMMAD Venkateshwara Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences

Telangana Hi Team thank you for asking. need good teachers and more practice
sessions.

Hi Team thank you for asking.
need good teachers and more
practice sessions.

19 Upendar Gajji NTT DATA Telangana I am good with the training . trainers also good. Requesting for videos for
downloading but not provided the
access.

20 Dr Mohd Abdul bari ISL Engineering College Telangana Clarity of Objectives event's objectives are clearly communicated
Content and Relevance session whr awesome Speaker whr possesses
relevant industry experience and knowledge with greater quality and
increased dependability thanks to the cloud and DevOps. In today's
fast-paced, technology-driven world, organizations may gain an edge
by using cloud computing and DevOps methods.

There are a lot of requests for test
vouchers for cloud certification
exams, and many of these courses
are brand-newÂ cloud-based
offerings. As a result, pupils
improve their performance in
class.

21 DEEKONDA VIJAY
CHANDER

JNTUH The course is effective and useful for the working professionals and also
for freshers. Course duration, explanation and guidance from the
mentors are good. Overall the course is effective and good

Support for assignments

22 Madhav Maroju Information Technology Telangana Firstly, the program lacked proper organization. There was a lack of a
structured schedule, making it difficult to plan and manage my time
effectively. The classes were often arranged in a haphazard manner,
causing confusion and inconvenience for the students. It was frustrating
to have to constantly adjust my schedule due to last-minute changes.
Furthermore, the SCDE failed to provide clear and timely
communication. Important information about the program, such as
class timings, course materials, and assignments, was not
communicated in advance. This lack of prior communication made it
challenging to prepare adequately and hindered the learning process.
Moreover, the overall program lacked organization. There was a lack of
clarity in terms of the course content and the learning objectives. The
curriculum seemed disorganized and poorly structured, making it
difficult to grasp the core concepts effectively. The Cloud and DevOps
classes conducted by Manoj and Vinod stand out as the highlights of
the program. Their teaching methods and expertise in the subject
matter are commendable. Their classes are well-structured, engaging,
and provide valuable insights into the field. It is evident that they put
effort into preparing their sessions and deliver them effectively.

The SCDE at JNTUH needs to
address these issues in order to
improve the quality of their Cloud
and DevOps program. A more
organized approach, including a
structured schedule, clear
communication, and a well-
designed curriculum, would
greatly enhance the learning
experience for students. It is
crucial for educational institutions
to prioritize effective organization
and communication to ensure a
successful learning environment.

23 Sandya chalapareddy JNTUH I think we can improvise on the sessions taken. These sessions were
arranged randomly as we progressed in the course, maybe we can
avoid these issues. All students have submitted ratings and reviews and
JNTU collected the feedback but there is no further action taken. I think
a systematic approach is very much required for these courses.

A lot of suggestions Please provide
good faculty. Dont drag the
sessions, Give us practical
knowledge Please give all
instruction before hand and also
provide them in some page which
we can refer later


